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Thank you for taking the time to read our latest edition of the Vsheet. As the new
President I get to fill this space with my thoughts and hopefully engage you long enough to
read the last line, or at least turn the page and read something that appears more interesting.
To come into an organisation like VMR Southport, which history will show has been
well coordinated from its formation almost 50 years ago is a daunting task. When I joined the
committee, in 2013, because there was an unfilled vacancy on the Committee, there was no
thought in my mind that I would ever take on this role. Indeed, it was in my mind that I may
be able to assist with the administration ‘just to help out’. I was somewhat shocked, (indeed
speechless - which is unusual for me) when I was tapped on the shoulder and asked to
consider taking on the Vice-president role in 2015; moving towards this position of President
by the 2017 AGM.
So how can you support us?
Firstly by being a financial member – that’s the easiest way to provide assistance on the
water as well as keeping VMR Southport solvent.
Another way (almost as easy) is encouraging your boating friends and relatives to
become members too. That way you won’t get the call for help out when things go wrong,
VMR Southport will. Win-Win.
Finally, and most importantly, we need active volunteers to do the work. We offer
great terms and will not be cutting any weekend penalty rates. All you have to do is donate
your time for free (yes double time on Sunday equals twice as much free) – we need Radio
Operators to monitor vessels at both VMR Southport base and the Gold Coast Seaway
Tower (SWT). We will help train you and get a radio license and even get you into a very
nice official uniform! If not you, perhaps someone you know. It is not only for retired folk
either, there are plenty of rostered shifts where you can assist whilst working a fulltime job.
(I have a full time job, do a boat crew every 3rd week and also president along with keeping
my marriage and the grandkid’s happy). Other roles on offer are: being on a boat crew
(obviously). We need admin staff, Accounts clerks, Membership officers, Social Media
consultants, IT engineers and I would love a 5 star Chef and a masseur ( ok the last couple
are not essential) – my point being that we welcome help and assistance from anyone willing
to donate their time so that we can maintain the ability to respond quickly when Emergency
Situations occur. If you (or someone you know) can assist – call us and have a talk to Glenn,
Phil or myself.
Thanks for reading to the last line (mum).
Till next time, see ya on the water

Martin Walsh

President 2017 - 2018

Gold Coast Seaway Tower
Hours:
Mon - Sat: 0500 - 2100
Sunday :0500 - 1800
Phone: 5591 2948
Fax:
5571 2360
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DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed by the authors and
contributors of articles in the Vsheet are not
necessarily those of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport - Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. (VMR)
nor does VMR guarantee the accuracy of
statements made by contributors or advertisers
or accept any responsibility for any product or
service statement made herein.
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OPERATIONS CONTROLLER’S
REPORT - 2017

by Glenn Norris

OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

The 2016 / 2017 year has seen a very positive forward
operating these vessels. Engine performance has been excellent, with
progression for Volunteer Marine Rescue Southport. Once again I
mechanical issues very rare, and a ‘ drop everything for VMR ‘ approach
am exceptionally proud of the efforts contributed by the members, and
by our service technicians has seen boats back in operation very quickly
these efforts have resulted in a very successful, prosperous, and busy
in the event of any issues.
year on the water.
The worst thing about white boats is keeping them clean and
Requests for marine assistance have risen slightly on the previous
presentable, something we value very highly at VMR Southport.
year, and as usual, VMR Southport has met its obligations to a very high
Constant care and attention has achieved this.
standard. From the Radio Operators who take the radio and telephone
As we move into the second half of 2017 and early 2018, the need to
calls, to the Boat Crews who perform the rescues, your efforts have been
replace our Rescue Base boat ramp steps up. We were lucky enough to
first class. Most importantly, your efforts have ensured that you and your receive a $35 000 grant from the Queensland Government Community
fellow members have contributed an almost injury free period through
Benefit Fund to assist with this. This will proceed when all design work
the course of your activities.
is finalised.
Marine breakdowns still contribute to the majority of requests for
Recruitment of new Active Members has been steady, with a high
assistance, with vessels out of fuel, engine failures, and battery jump
quality of applicants. Competition for the volunteer is immense and we
starts almost a daily occurrence. The Christmas / New Year and Easter
must try to offer the best benefit for those looking to donate their time.
periods were again exceptionally busy with activations having all four
In closing, I thank everyone again for their efforts. The success of
rescue vessels operational at times. Of note over these periods was
VMR Southport is a team effort and every minute contributed by you
the increase in midnight to 0600 activations, something not previously
to this Organisation ensures the vital service we provide is maintained.
experienced to this year’s extent.
Great work everyone. You are a fantastic bunch of people.
High speed vessel groundings have unfortunately been
Fuel
Fuel
a somewhat regular occurrence in the past 12 months and
Engine
VESSEL
Engine Capacity
Used Average
several incidents have seen vessel occupants treated for
Hours
injuries by VMR and the Queensland Ambulance Service.
Litres (L/P/H)
The majority of these incidents are a result of Skipper
MARINE
inattention or lack of knowledge of the waterways. The
2 X 300HP Mercury Verado
359
12909
37
RESCUE
1
adage of the beacon being in the wrong place doesn’t cut it
anymore.
MARINE
2 X 250hp Mercury Verado
818
20036
24.5
VMR Southport has maintained its good working
RESCUE 2
relationship with the Queensland Water Police, Queensland
MARINE
Ambulance Service and Queensland Fire and Emergency
1 X 150hp Mercury 4stroke
490
4605
9.4
RESCUE 3
Services and with these Emergency Services we have
attended several incidents. Sadly, we can’t say all of these
MARINE
activations ended favourably. Property damage has been
2 X 150hp Mercury Verado
592
9501
16
RESCUE
4
costly in the instances of fire, and other marine incidents
have resulted in critically bad outcomes for some of those
involved. Once again I am proud of the efforts of our members involved
It is prudent to mention the strangest job of 2016 / 2017 being a
with these incidents, and efforts have also been highly commended by
Queensland Ambulance activation to South Stradbroke Island. A middle
Emergency Service personnel.
aged female patient contacted QAS complaining of chest pain / nausea
2017 saw the most successful Sanctuary Cove Boatshow and
whilst attending a wedding on the island. VMR Southport and QAS
Gold Coast Marine Expo in the time we have been attending, with the
attended, locating the patient, only to be told by the patient’s sister that
financial reward achieved and customer attention shown outstanding.
treatment and transport would need to be delayed until the “wedding
It certainly planted the seed of how vital the service we provide is, and
speeches” were completed!
also of how appreciated this particular Squadron is in the
Fuel
Gold Coast region. Other fundraising efforts have been
Month
Assists
Training
Purchased
consistent with past years.
(litres)
Training amongst Active Members has been very
July
2016
60
84
4435
rewarding. The Squadron now boasts in excess of 30
rescue vessel Skippers over four levels, and despite the
August 2016
45
77
2917
always moving goal posts, the enthusiasm of members to
September 2016
66
65
3602
further achieve is very pleasing.
There have been over 40 rank movements in the
October 2016
99
54
4584
recruit / crew / senior crew rank range and with the extra
November 2016
66
52
3450
dedication of our training team, all required assessment
processes have been hastened up and refined. The majority
December 2016
97
60
5045
of Radio Operators also now have First Aid qualifications,
January 2017
90
34
5058
which is an extra training module available for this rank.
February 2017
83
56
3229
In May 2017, five new Queensland Ambulance First
Responders were officially qualified at VMR Southport,
March 2017
51
56
2589
and already these members have been thrown into action
April 2017
103
84
4794
with the medical calls for assistance we receive. I
congratulate every member on their training achievements,
May 2017
60
55
3627
large or small.
June 2017
62
54
3721
The rescue vessels have given minimal trouble in the
past 12 months. General maintenance has been regular,
TOTAL
882
731
47051
and work related mishaps have been minimal, which can
Monthly Average
74
61
3921
be attributed to the care and respect taken by the crews
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Meet our President by Kevan Wolfe

Martin Walsh is a true blue Gold
Coaster, having spent all his younger days
living at Palm Beach. He is one of the few
people who remembers, and can talk about, the
early days of life on the Coast.
Martin was a student at Palm BeachCurrumbin State High School. He celebrated
his 21st birthday at Currumbin VMR and
attended Griffith University when it was known
as Gold Coast University College of Griffith
University.
In those days Griffith University, named
after a former premier of Queensland, was a
small campus with around 450 students located
at Nathan in Brisbane with the Gold Coast
annex.
Martin studied business accounting, a
career, in his own words: “I later ran away
from.”
He remembers attending lectures in
the local Hoyts cinema in Surfers. After
graduating he went to work for Daikyo, a
Japanese developer, which at the time owned
Royal Pines Golf Course and was dominating
Queensland’s resort and hotel market.
Martin only lasted three months with the
company: “No-one spoke English to me; it was
awful,” he said.
“I then took the high road and went down
to Bryon Bay and picked organic bananas. That
didn’t require a particularly high IQ level,” he
admitted.
After the banana phase he retrained
in electronics and now works as a Strata
Consultant with Foxtel. From time to time
he is called as an expert witness for disputes
between building unit owners that find their
way to QCAT.
Martin, a keen boatie, has owned a boat
more years of his life than not. He currently
runs a Glastron Bowrider with a 4.3 litre
Mercruiser pushing it along. The Mercruiser
replaces an old Holden engine that had seen
better days. He also rides a Honda jet ski and a

Martin Walsh

Kawasaki motor bike that he uses for his daily
ride – naturally.
He joined VMR Southport in January
2013 as an active member and was allocated to
Green crew. He has now risen to the position
of Senior Crew and is logging up the hours for
Inshore Skipper qualifications.
Within four months of joining VMR Martin
found himself on the committee following a
mid-year vacancy. It was a natural progression

given his strong working knowledge of
committees. He worked for around 12 years
in body corporate and strata management with
Gold Coast Strata Managers SSKB and is
currently the chairman of two body corporate
committees, as well as holding down a fulltime job.
Following his service on the committee he
was elected Vice –President, a position he held
for two years before being elected President at
this year’s AGM.
“When I was first elected Vice-President
I thought that was OK, I won’t have to do
much. I soon found out differently. With
executive office comes responsibility, more so
as President.
“I have the right people around me to do
the job and that is important,” he added.
About three years ago Martin along
with John Stanfield and Mike Oram set up
a program called Membership 5000. The
initiative was designed to progressively
attract more active members and put in place
initiatives to retain existing members.
“The project looked at what having that
number of members in the future would
look like; what structure would we need to
accommodate the members and how it would
be managed,” he said.
Membership 5000 will be progressed
during Martin’s time as VMR President.
Martin, with four other crewmembers, has
recently completed a First Responder’s course
with Queensland Ambulance Service.
“This means we can now put a qualified
first responder with each crew and provide
necessary first aid pain management when we
are called out to a rescue or incident,” he said.
Martin has lived in Burleigh for the last
15 years and now lives with his wife, Kelly, at
Bonogin. The couple have three children and
two grandchildren. Their youngest grandchild
had his first birthday in October.
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ALL STATIONS
ALL STATIONS
ALL STATIONS

MONCRIEFF COMMUNITY AWARD
Hunter Neuss

Volunteer
Marine
Rescue
Southport wishes to advise that
effective 01 January 2018, Associate
Membership will rise to $77 per
annum.
This $11 price rise is effectively
only the second increase in the
almost 50 year history of our
Organisation, and comes about
solely due to increased operational
expenses now required to maintain
our high level of service.
Members will continue to receive
first class marine rescue assistance
from Point Danger to Bribie Island, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, despite
this minimal increase.
All Volunteer Marine Rescue
Squadrons from Bribie Island to
Currumbin will now also offer a
standard membership at $77 per
annum.
Renew your membership now,
or advise your friends to join VMR
Southport for $66 per annum before
December 31 2017, to beat the price
rise!!!!!

Since joining VMR Southport in
November 2007, Hunter Neuss has
undertaken the Saturday afternoon shift
at the Gold Coast Seaway Tower and, on
many occasions, continued to cover the
following shift also.
Duties involve communicating with
mariners by radio and telephone, logging
details of their journeys, answering calls
for assistance from distressed boaties,
providing weather forecasts and tidal
information, and ensuring timely and safe
return of all vessels.
In October 2015, Hunter also joined
Yellow Crew as a recruit and has worked
up to Crew Rank. Commencing 1800
Saturdays for 24 hours every third
weekend, duties include marine search
and rescue operations, routine call outs
to assist vessels, radio duties and the
inevitable training, both of self and
assisting others within the Crew.
Using his experience, Hunter is also
the Chief Engine Mechanic, servicing
small equipment and fire pumps to ensure
all in good working order for immediate
operation when required.
An unassuming, quiet achiever

ACTIVE MEMBER
PROMOTIONS
Active Members who have
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:

with a very high level of experience and
professionalism, Hunter has certainly made
a heavy commitment to our Association
and any organisation would love a
volunteer of his calibre. He is a much
valued and appreciated Active Member of
VMR Southport.

SOME STATS
AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Towed Vessels

37

47

32

Jump Starts

2

4

4

ACTIVATIONS

2017

2017

Pump Outs
Transporting

2017

2
1

1

Fire

Radio Operator
Gail John
Marnie Keith
Ron Paterson

Standby

1

1

Medical

2

5

1

Searches

4

5

Dispersals

2

Public Relations

8

Crew Training

64

66

68

Groundings

4

7

2

Other
TOTALS

6
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2

6

9

7

120

154

120

Management 2017-18

LtoR:

(BACK):

		

(FRONT):

Alan Coy;Phil Bell;Helen Stanfield;Merv Handley;Glenn Norris;John MacDonald.
Diana Gibson;Martin Walsh;John Kaus.
(INSET): Annie Erichson.

2017

President’s Award

MONCRIEFF COMMUNITY AWARD

of the
Glenn Norris Trophy

Trevor Bellis

Peter Barker

Trevor Bellis is an integral part of this
Organisation. For over 6 years he has been a
member of Black Crew, recently achieving
the rank of Inshore Skipper. These
duties involve performing a 24 hour duty
crew every third weekend, assisting mariners
in distress due to mechanical breakdowns,
running out of fuel, and for those that
become grounded on the Gold Coast
Broadwater’s many sand banks.
As an Inshore Skipper, Trevor is
further required to take responsibility

for the control of the Inshore rescue vessel
at any time of the day or night to conduct
rescue activations. Trevor undertakes his role
with extreme confidence, professionalism
and respect for his fellow crew and other
members.
Trevor also makes himself readily
available for midweek callout activations.
This involves responding from home to calls
for assistance from the boating public at very
short notice. Trevor is always one of the
first to answer a call and has been involved
in rescuing several people who have found
themselves in dangerous and unfortunate
situations. It is extremely valuable knowing
that Trevor will always raise his hand to assist
when needed.
Also the Assistant Training Co-ordinator,
Trevor loves sharing his knowledge and
his memory retention of anything marine
is impeccable. His ability to expend his
knowledge to newer members is brilliant. As
a former Airline Pilot, Trevor’s experience
in electronic navigation is very thorough and
he is a specialist in wanting to attend those
marine rescue activations where sight of land
is lost or weather conditions make visibility
very low.
Trevor is just a genuinely nice guy and
every charity group would love a volunteer
the caliber of Trevor Bellis and his efforts
with VMR Southport are very much
appreciated and valued.

Awarded for continued dedicated
service in training, crew duties and
concern as Yellow Crew Duty Skipper
and call outs, which at times would
have been impossible without Peter’s
response.
Not least of all, Peter’s dedication
to supporting the Maroons in State of
Origin at every game and, furthermore,
to his pride in accompanying his Blues
partner.
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Recent law change
for PWCs

From 1 September 2017, Jetskis (PWCs) can now substitute a Personal Locator Beacon
(PLB) for an EPIRB when more than 2 nautical miles offshore. Boats still require an EPIRB
if more than 2nm out.
This makes sense for a variety of reasons. PLBs are usually smaller than EPIRBS,
so in the limited confines of a jetski they are a better choice. They are also much more
versatile. Bushwalkers, 4 wheel drivers, and anyone going off the beaten track tend to use
them. Many people on longer boat trips also have them attached permanently for safety,
especially in dangerous areas or high seas.
PLBs are registered to the owner, so it gives personal protection, rather than boat protection, so they can be
used in a variety of situations.
Of course, you could take your EPIRD when trekking, but this would cause confusion in an emergency
because it is registered to your boat. What is your boat doing on a track in Lamington National Park? As well as
that they are bulkier and heavier.
In most areas of Queensland jetskis generally go more than 2nm offshore, so having a multi-purpose device
makes more sense.
You won’t save much with a PLB, however. EPIRBS without a GPS can cost as little as $250 and generally
have a guaranteed accuracy of 2 to 5 kilometres. With a GPS an EPIRB will cost around $300 at least. You can
get a PLB with GPS for around $300. With a GPS they have a guaranteed accuracy around 100 metres.
On the negative side, EPIRBS transmit for at least 48 hours. PLBs usually guarantee 24 hours.
Not all PLBs float, so if you are getting one for the jetski, go for a buoyant one.
Just a last word: EPIRBS are required if more than 2nm offshore in boats. On a jetski you are required to
have either a PLB or an EPIRB when more than 2nm offshore. Whichever you have must be registered, and you
are required to carry proof of registration.
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Queensland Government
Maritime Safety Queensland

Tangalooma shipwrecks
Safety works on Moreton Island’s Tangalooma
shipwrecks have been completed, with works
finalized before the busy Christmas holiday period.
Maritime Safety Queensland General Manager
Patrick Quirk said the contractors had stabilized the
wrecks, meaning the high structures had been lowered
into the water.
“During the works, the contractors identified the
possible presence of existing asbestos in the wrecks,
and immediately collected and tested samples. The
presence of asbestos has been confirmed,” Mr. Quirk
said.
“Safety is our top priority, and we are now
compiling an asbestos management plan for the ongoing monitoring of the wrecks.
“The majority of the asbestos is submerged, and
has been stabilized, however in the interests of safety
and awareness we will install signs informing the
community that asbestos has been found.
“We already have signs in place warning people to
keep clear of the unstable structures, and the asbestos
warning signs will be fixed on to the wrecks in coming
days.
“I remind boaties and divers the wrecks are in
place to serve as a break water, and that diving,
walking or swimming on or near the wrecks is
unsafe.” Mr. Quirk said with the presence of asbestos

confirmed, it should be noted the stabilization works
had served to heighten safety awareness, and not
affected the risk to the community.
“Due to their age, the wrecks will continue to
be dangerous places to walk on, swim through or
moor to, however the anchorage remains safe with
continuing protection,” he said.
“The risks posed by the on-going deteriorating
condition of the Tangalooma wrecks needs to be
addressed to ensure the area can remain a safe
and popular destination with boaties.” Maritime
Safety Queensland has been working closely with
the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service to ensure
safety for the community and the environment was top
priority.
“The works allowed us to identify what sections of
the wrecks were in danger of collapsing due to their
deterioration, and we were then able to remove those
pieces in a controlled environment,” Mr. Quirk said.
“We are meeting with marine park officers to
discuss the next steps. While there are no plans to
remove the wrecks entirely, we are actively working
on a management plan to ensure the ongoing safety
and stability of the area.
“In addition, the division of Workplace Health and
Safety will assist in developing our management plans.
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Chance meeting

leads to international
cooperation

by Wayne Summerhayes & Peter Holliday
While attending an informal maritime group meeting in March,
Wayne Summerhayes of White Crew was introduced to a group of
officials from the National Maritime Safety Authority (NMSA) of Papua
New Guinea. Stewart Ballantyne of Sea Transport Solutions introduced
them because he knew that Wayne belonged to VMR Southport, a group
with similar aims.
During their conversations Wayne offered to show them our
base at VMR Southport, and to explain our operations to them. After
gaining approval, they visited the base that same day. They were
suitably impressed, and asked a lot of questions about our activities and
organisation.
The next day Wayne went to Woody Marine with them to inspect the
progress being made on their first rescue boat. They also visited VMR
Victoria Point, because Victoria Point’s boat is similar to the boat being
built for them.
By this time, Wayne knew he was developing a friendship with the
executive of the NMSA. He offered to show them the sights of the Gold
Coast and things developed from there.
This group is in charge of the PNG government initiative to develop
a Search and Rescue Network to assist in supporting mariners in PNG
waters. They had been to Canada, USA and New Zealand, trying to
develop a structure that will work for them.
In April Wayne was contacted by Fred Siroi, one of the Executive
members to organise for some of their Search and Rescue coordinators
to experience first-hand how our local VMR organisations work.
During June, two of the organisers, Daniel Sanai and Tom Ketes,
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both former naval officers, spent
the weekend with Red Crew
and Yellow Crew. The following
weekend Ben Keri, a former naval
Commander, and IT specialist
Middleton Kirwasi joined Green Crew and White Crew.
Meanwhile two former merchant navy officers, Barnabas Mengi and
Eubert Murai, spent time with VMR Victoria Point, seeing how they
operate.
They were most impressed with the professionalism of our
organisation. In particular they liked the way our crews worked as a
team, with team members being interchangeable when doing an assist.
They liked our commitment to constant training and improvement, and,
since all of their people will be paid, they liked our enthusiasm as unpaid
volunteers.
Wayne showed them through all aspects of VMR Southport, from
bunks and catering through computerised record keeping, training
programs, and we also had them on board the boats for a few assists.
Ben assured us that he had liked a lot of what he saw, and intends to
use many of the techniques that we use when their SAR organisation is
up and running.
At the moment they are waiting on the first boat, which will be based
in Port Moresby. Eventually they will have 6 vessels, operating out of
Moresby, Milne Bay, Lae, Rabaul and Moraby.
Hopefully we will be able to arrange for reciprocal visits in the
future.

Notable
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A man flagged down a VMR vessel recently asking if VMR Southport
could dispose of expired flares. When advised in the positive, the man
stated he had just replaced his and could VMR dispose of his expired
flares. When handed to the VMR crew member, the crew member
became curious to look at the expiry dates on these flares, 1997. The
man seemed a little embarrassed as to what could have happened had
he needed to use these in an emergency. VMR Southport encourages all
boat owners to check the expiry date on flares regularly.
VMR Southport was activated recently to assist the Qld Ambulance
Service with a patient who had been stung on the eyelid by a bee. The
patient stated he had been riding his jetski and was hit in the face by
the insect as he travelled along. The man was treated by Paramedics,
insisting he had to be transported to hospital. The man was transported
back to VMR and taken to hospital.
A VMR Southport crew was recently witness to a very intimate display
of nature. On return from an activation in the Labrador channel, the
VMR vessel was bought to a standstill by a pod of dolphins who were
obviously mating. The excitement and frolicking in the water was
spectacular, with several males fighting furiously over what appeared to
be a lone female. The display went for several minutes, and also caught
the attention of a passing Charter vessel, whose passengers were also
attracted to the spectacle. Good females are always hard to catch!!!!!!
Two scantily clad females were rescued by VMR recently when they
experienced difficulties near Wavebreak Island. The ladies struck
difficulties when they lost contact with shore whilst swimming with
a large inflatable pink flamingo. The outgoing tide swept the ladies
towards the Seaway. VMR was notified by a passing vessel and attended
to the damsels in distress. The VMR crew had never towed a flamingo
before but managed to have the situation in hand very quickly, returning
the ladies to shore safely. All jokes aside, these ladies could easily have
found themselves in some very serious trouble if not for VMR attending
so quickly.  

The Skipper of a small bowrider thought his recent tow by VMR
Southport was something he should video and send to all his mates.
Whilst travelling down the main channel towards Runaway Bay, the
man decided it would be a great idea to stand up to get better footage.
Unfortunately for him, his excitement led him to drop his phone, which
ultimately made a splash on landing, probably never to be seen again.
When towing, VMR crews always instruct passengers on vessels to stay
seated for safety reasons. This Skipper found out for economic reasons
he should stay seated as well.
VMR Southport was recently called upon under urgent circumstances
to assist the occupants of a small tinnie that was seen drifting towards
the Gold Coast Seaway in very unfavourable conditions. With breaking
waves of close to 3 metres, on an outgoing tide, Marine Rescue 2 was
tasked to assist. Upon arrival, the tinnie could not be seen at water
level, however the Seaway Tower had been watching the vessel and was
able to guide the Rescue vessel to the tinnie’s location. Two females
were plucked from the vessel, into the VMR vessel, a tow rope was
attached, and both vessels were soon back in the calmer waters of the
Broadwater. The situation arose from two females deciding to row from
one vessel to another anchored at Wavebreak Island. The tide was very
rapidly outgoing, the winds were very strong, and the ladies stood no
chance, given their tinnie was 2.5 metres in length. The VMR crew
were astounded the tinnie hadn’t capsized given the Seaway conditions,
and from all reports the VMR crew deserved accolades for their
professionalism in performing this rescue, with no-one injured and no
property damaged.
The Skipper of a large cruiser contacted VMR over the recent long
weekend advising his vessel was aground near Sovereign Island. A
VMR crew attended, managing to tow the vessel free. When speaking to
the owner of the vessel, he advised the VMR crew he should probably
take out a VMR membership, as he regularly finds himself in this
predicament!!!!!
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Marine Rescue 3 takes a jetski in tow
to demonstrate the qualities of a newly
developed harness that prevents water
being forced into the exhaust outlet
when the jetski is under tow.
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A new era

for marine rescue

A combined meeting between representatives of Volunteer
Marine Rescue Squadrons (VMR) and Australian Volunteer Coast
Guard (AVCG) Flotillas in Southern Queensland has marked a new
era between the two organisations.
In the past, the two marine rescue organisations have operated
independently of each other and in many cases have duplicated
procedures.
The meeting was chaired jointly by Glenn Norris, in his role as
Vice-President of the VMR State Executive, and Ian Ratcliffe, Squadron
Commodore of AVCG South Queensland.
Although the Gold Coast Seaway Tower is jointly run by a small
committee of the two organisations and each provides radio operators to
staff the facility, this was the first time VMR and the AVCG have held a
formal combined zone meeting on this scale.
In attendance were senior members of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southern Zone and Moreton Bay Zones, which takes in the Gold Coast
and Moreton Bay; Australian Volunteer Coast Guard from Gold Coast
and Moreton Bay and two officers from Marine Rescue New South
Wales, which operates the Point Danger rescue service.
One of the major points discussed at the meeting was reciprocal
rights of the members of VMR and AVCG.
Glenn Norris raised the motion that members of VMR and AVCG
should be afforded reciprocal rights between the rescue organisations
from Bribie Island to the NSW Border.
It was agreed that both organisations would assist each other’s
members, using the appropriate vessel for the job and seek only
reimbursement of the fuel used.
Another issue was the over use of VHF channel 73 to broadcast
weather reports in the south east corner of the state.
Ian Ratcliffe spoke about how the working channel could be
clogged and hard to access when individual bases broadcast the

by Kevan Wolfe

weather during the day and the broadcasts overrode each other.
“It could take 20 minutes for the channel to clear,” he said. “It makes
it hard to operate at times as 73 is a communication channel.”
It was noted that the weather channel is VHF 67 and, although it is a
supplementary emergency channel, the weather is broadcast at 0833 hrs
and again at 1733 hrs. At other times it is available for weather forecasts
on request.
It was agreed to take the issue to each state executive body.
It was also agreed to work together with specialist training programs
and conduct joint training exercises, so that the active members can
work together and get to know each other. This would be coordinated on
a zone basis.
Increased co-operation and future strategy was then discussed.
According to the joint chairmen the meeting has done more to bring
the two marine rescue organisations working together than anything that
has been tried in the past. It was pointed out, however, that this was the
start of a new co-operation and there was a long way to go.

Members of VMR and AVCG from South-East Queensland
gather at VMR Southport Base
to consider future joint operations
ABOVE: Joint Chairmen Glenn Norris (VMR) and Ian Ratcliffe (AVCG)
LEFT: Marine Rescue New South Wales Point Danger
members, Glenda Ashby (Unit Commander) and
Nick Whyte (Deputy Unit Commander)
attended the meeting.
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GCCM SETS

NEW MARINE SERVICES

BENCHMARK

Local marine industry icon and regular VMR supporter,
Gold Coast City Marina & Shipyard (GCCM) has set a new marine
services benchmark, recently being inducted into the Australian ‘Marina
Hall of Fame’ by the peak industry body, Marina Industries Association
(MIA).
It is the first time any facility has achieved this accolade under
the Boatyard category as the ‘Hall of Fame’ was specifically created
to recognise marinas that have consecutively won a major Australian
‘Marina of the Year’ category - a track record only achieved by the
Coomera-based maintenance and refit facility.
Trenton Gay, CEO of GCCM said, “We are delighted and humbled
to be recognised. This award acknowledges a lot of hard work from our
whole team of staff and onsite partners. We are grateful for the support
we receive from our customers and, of course, the MIA. This award
further motivates us to stay on the top of our game and continue to set
the standard for the Australian marine industry,” he said.
To meet market demand and trends, GCCM continues to invest in
upgrading its infrastructure and services. Works will soon begin on
additional undercover work areas, new waterfront offices and a dedicated
superyacht crew lounge.
Chief Executive Officer, Trenton Gay is a passionate believer in
continual and sustainable improvement and with the current strength
of the industry the team at GCCM is also working on plans for an even
larger scale expansion on their adjacent site in the Gold Coast Marine
Precinct.
Andrew Chapman CMM, President of the MIA said, “The MIA
strives to support and encourage marinas to deliver exceptional facilities
and service through our education and awards programs for the
benefit of the boating public and the broader community. GCCM has
consistently demonstrated this commitment to excellence and it is fitting
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it is the first facility to be inducted into the Hall of Fame for the boatyard
category.”
GCCM employee and long-standing figure of the Australian
marine industry, Steve Sammes, was also awarded the 2017/2018
Marina Employee of the Year Award for his dedication to best practise
marina management, outstanding customer service and leadership
in the industry but, the recognition did not end there. Owner and
CEO, Trenton Gay, was recognized for his Outstanding Individual
Contribution to the Industry through exemplary business practices and
contribution to the marine sector and wider community and GCCM
was also bestowed the award for the Best Environmental Initiative by
a Marina for its continued environmental improvement which has set a
global benchmark. Earlier this year the Gold Coast boating mecca was
presented with their official International Clean Marine re-accreditation
and became the very first facility in Queensland to achieve a perfect
score (100%) for the official audit process.
Nearly two
decades into their
trajectory, these
pioneers of the
Australian marine
industry are still
continually striving
to innovate and
improve to provide
superior boating
solutions, in
one convenient
location.

Queensland Water Police

Juvenile Vessel Operators
With Summer, school holidays and the end of the year fast
approaching we should all be noticing an increase of vessels out and
about. The Waterways of the South East corner are some of the busiest
in Queensland and over time you will have noticed an increase in the
various types of vessels getting around your local waterways. Included
in this increased vessel traffic is the number of juvenile skippers getting
around in their aluminium dinghies. There is at times some confusion
when it comes to juvenile vessel operators so hopefully we can answer
or clarify some of the questions people may have when they see a young
male or female making way past them.
Any person who does not hold a Recreational Marine Drivers
Licence (RMDL) is unable to operate any vessel powered by more than
a 6hp / 4.5kw engine. Given that you are unable to obtain a RMDL until
you are 16 years old, a higher percentage of juvenile skippers do not
hold a licence. It is the responsibility of the owner/master of the vessel to
ensure that if their vessel is powered by an engine greater than 6hp then
the skipper must hold a licence or a licenced person must be on board
with an unlicensed skipper. Failing to ensure this could result in a $252
fine for the owner and a possible $504 fine for the unlicensed skipper.
An important consideration for young skippers is their Safety
Equipment requirements. A juvenile skipper’s vessel must carry the
same safety equipment as any other vessel and a list of required safety
equipment can be found on the Maritime Safety Qld web site. One
requirement that is more relevant to juveniles is that if you are under
12 years old, your vessel is under 4.8m in length and you are underway
then you must wear a Lifejacket at all times. If you have a young boating
enthusiast venturing out or your older child is taking out their younger
sibling, remember this age requirement.

Another activity that is popular with our young boat drivers is to
tow your mate behind your tinnie on a surfboard or boogey board. Did
you know that if you do not hold a RMDL you are not permitted to tow
any person regardless of the engine size or even if a licensed person is
on board while you are driving. While on the topic of water skiing, it is
also an offence to water ski/tow behind a vessel in any 6 knot area, even
when doing 6 knots.
In recent times one of our biggest complaints, especially during
school holidays are juveniles speeding and hooning on our waterways.
There are now a large number of juveniles operating their vessels with
a 15hp outboard motor with a manufactured restrictor plate fitted to
the engine. This modification was claimed to reduce the power output
from the motor and reduced the speed of the vessel. Queensland Water
Police have conducted extensive research and made inquiries with
manufacturers and have established that the fitting of a restrictor plate
will not reduce a 15hp motor to a 6hp equivalent. What this means is that
an unlicensed person cannot legally operate a restricted 15hp unless a
RMDL holder in on board with them.
As a parent, if you make the decision to buy a vessel for your child
we strongly recommend that you educate them on the rules of the water
and responsibilities before you send them on their maiden voyage.
Laws on the water were created for the safety of everybody and from
experience when an incident occurs on the water it happens without
notice and the consequences can be fatal. Nobody ever ventures out on
the water with the intention to have an accident yet we still have a high
amount of Marine Incidents on Qld water ways every year. We always
encourage our juvenile skippers to get out on our waterways but do so
respectfully, responsibly and safely.
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Need to have your
vessel antifouled?
Then we have you
covered…….

12 MONTH
ANTIFOULING
WARRANTY
Pacific Paint & Fibreglass have joined forces with PPG Marine &
Protective Coatings (PPG), the world’s leading coatings supplier, along
with a number of other coating applicators across the Gold Coast &
Sydney, to bring a world first to the pleasure boat industry – a 12 month
antifouling warranty. This initiative has now been running for over 16
months with great success.
Diana Keay, of Pacific Paint & Fibreglass said, ‘As a business we
were looking for a point of difference in the market place. We want to
offer the marine industry a level of assurance when antifouling their
vessel, and as we are a distributor for PPG, we suggested the 12-month
antifouling warranty. PPG agreed, but they required a reputable,
professional applicator to ensure the integrity of this offer to boat
owners.’
This is a new approach from the industry. It takes the job of
applying antifouling to a new level and gives owners much better value
for money. ‘This is something boat owners have to do every 12 months.
The performance and enjoyment they get from their vessel very much
depends on the quality of this work’ said David Harvey, Marine Manager
of PPG. ‘This alliance allows us to give the very best of service and
support to boat owners, and showcase our products in their best light.’
Diana Keay said, ‘this new way of doing business in introducing the
world’s first 12 month antifoul warranty to the marine industry has been
a huge success. A business partnership between supplier, distributor
and applicators, working together to achieve the same outcome, will
ensure that the client not only receives the best possible application, but
professional advice and service as well. The applicators under this 12
month warranty are fully trained professionals in their field, and offer a
great service.’
Application of the highest quality antifoul paint coupled with the
right application, means success. PPG antifoul products are applied
by some of the largest boat building companies in Australia, and they
recognise the benefits of using PPG ABC3 and PPGE cofleet290
products on all their vessels, both new and aftermarket.
If you want quality, professionalism and great service then look no
further than our approved applicators:
Affordable Antifoul Solutions Complete Antifoul Systems (CAS)
0481 279 066		
0406 111 360
www.affordableantifoulsolutions.com.au		
www.completeantifoulsystems.com.au

This is a big win for boat owners.
HAPPY BOATING!!!!!
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Aquatic Event Permits –

Better Safe Than Sorry

There is no doubt that summer excites
boat owners. Longer daylight hours of sunlit
warmth are a sure-fire attractant to anyone who
likes to get out on the water to do their thing.
That includes our watersports fraternity –
from the yachties to the powerboat racers and
waterskiers. When summer arrives it serves as
a signal for those competitive instincts and the
‘need for speed’ to reassert themselves.
Indeed in south east Queensland, where
summer seems to have arrived early, events
such as dragon boat regattas, stand up
paddleboard events, yacht racing and water
ski races have already kicked off our unofficial
aquatic events season.
Local yacht club events draw competitors from
around Australia to the busy waters of the Gold
Coast in search of an adrenalin rush and the fun
of being among kindred salt-sprayed spirits.
There are many different classes of racing
held over the yacht race season with many
events undertaken on the Broadwater as well as
offshore.
But aquatic sports events don’t take place
without risk to competitors and sometimes
others. So, as government regulators seeking
to ensure they go ahead without mishap,
Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ) and the
Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA)
have long-established Aquatic Event
Application procedures for these sorts of
events.
Depending on where the event is staged
organisers must satisfy either GCWA (for
all sheltered water events within the GCWA
boundaries) and MSQ (for events outside of
the GCWA area) that all people and vessels in
the event are properly licenced and registered,

that safety management and emergency
response procedures have been developed, that
suitable public liability insurance has been
obtained and that consultation has occurred
with key stakeholders such as councils and
environmental and enforcement agencies.
Once this has been established either GCWA
or MSQ may issue a permit for the event and,
if necessary, allocate boats and personnel in
consultation with our compliance partners to
help the event run safely and provide assistance
in an emergency.
We appreciate that the aquatic event application
process is not universally popular among event
proponents. Some have even been heard to
mutter the pejorative term “red tape” when
confronted with its requirements.
However, we need only to look back to 2015 to
find an example of why these requirements can
be valuable. The 2015 X-Cats Championships
held on the Broadwater saw a spectacular
incident when a boat flipped at 160 kmh.
Despite the forces exerted by the incident
neither of the boat’s two occupants suffered
any injury – and that was in part due to MSQ’s
requirements around the event.
MSQ and GCWA assess each aquatic event
application they receive with a view to

ensuring the event is conducted in a way
that is safe for participants, but also for the
general boating traffic that normally uses the
waterways in which the events are conducted.
“In the case of the 2015 X-Cats
Championships, MSQ’s assessment of the
application and the conditions it imposed on
its permit to conduct the event ensured that
sufficient safety boats were on hand to respond
quickly and effectively to the incident, said
MSQ’s General Manager, Patrick Quirk.
“If it were not for the organisers’ stringent
safety rules and the quick response of the
designated safety boats, the incident might
have ended differently.
“So if you are thinking of conducting an
aquatic event, don’t forget to apply to MSQ
or the Gold Coast Waterways Authority for an
aquatic event permit.
“At the very least it will ensure that your event
is not disrupted by unsuspecting boating traffic.
But at the most it can save lives. Think of it as
being like applying for an insurance policy –
you hope you’ll never need it but, if and when
you do, you’ll be really glad you took the time
and trouble”.
Here’s where you can find an ‘Aquatic Event
Application Form’.
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Queensland Government

Fire and Emergency Services
Over the past couple of years the Qld Fire and Emergency Service ( QFES ) has
responded to more than twenty incidents involving aluminium canisters washed up on
Queensland shores. In some cases the canisters were removed by the public. The canisters
are about 23 cm high and 10 cm wide. They are sealed with a plastic cap incorporating a
compressible rubber o-ring. In all instances so far there were no placards or markings on the
containers.
The canisters contain a toxic solid material usually as a pellet (1.5 cm in diameter). The
material is aluminium phosphide (UN 1397). An alternative material namely magnesium
phosphide (UN 2011) is used or a combination of the two metal phosphides. The material is
commonly used in the maritime industry and in the agricultural industry for fumigation. A
photo of pellets within a canister is shown below.

What happens to the metal phosphide, how does it get to
and affect us
The aluminium phosphide reacts with moisture (water or acids) to generate phosphine
gas (UN 2199). Phosphine is classified as a toxic, flammable gas. The gas also has a very
low odour threshold with an odour described as varying from a garlic like to rotten fish.
Phosphine is heavier than air and is of great concern in enclosed spaces such as residences,
or silos in an industrial setting. DO NOT BREATHE IN THIS GAS
Depending on the circumstances there are a variety of approaches that can be
successfully applied to make the canister safe. Before considering before any disposal or
destruction methods the QFES Research and Scientific Branch should be contacted at 07
4938 4891.
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

Est. 1997

SUPERIOR MARINE DETAILING
Adrian Twining

0404 491 747
marinecleanoz@gmail.com

Place your

BUSINESS CARD
here for a year
for details contact

5591 1300
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